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27 Significant Differences Between Bailey’s Death and Blaise’s Statement Known to the

LVMPD at the Time of Her Arrest on July 20, 2001 81

Difference Bailey Blaise

Date Bailey was murdered on July 8, 2001. Blaise specifically described the attack occurred “over a
month ago,” from the date of the July 20 interrogation –
or prior to June 20. 82 Other details she and Jeremy Davis
provided pinpoint it to on or about May 25, 2001.

Location Bailey’s murder occurred in a bank’s trash
enclosure on the west side of Las Vegas – on
West Flamingo Road several blocks west of
the Vegas Strip that demarcates east and west
Las Vegas.

Blaise described a rape attempt that occurred in a hotel
parking lot on the far east side of Las Vegas on East
Boulder Hwy. near the intersection of East Boulder Hwy
and S. Nellis Blvd. (Eight miles east of Bailey’s murder.)
Consistent with that location is Blaise said she
immediately went to her friend Jeremy Davis’ house and
cleaned herself up. Davis’ house is about 1 mile from the
Budget Suites Hotel and about 8 miles southeast of the
Nevada State Bank. Boulder Highway was mentioned
five times in Blaise’s statement, and Flamingo Road was
never mentioned.

Place Bailey was murdered inside of the trash
enclosure for a Nevada State Bank.

Blaise described being assaulted in the parking lot of a
Budget Suites Hotel.

Geography There was no shopping center across the street
from where Bailey was murdered, there was no
fountain visible from the Bank’s parking lot,
and there was no Sam’s Town casino nearby.

Blaise provided specific details about the area around
where she was assaulted, including the shopping center
across the street, the Budget Suites’ fountain, and that it
was near Sam’s Town Casino.

Physique Bailey was 5′-10″ and weighed 133 lbs. (at 
time of autopsy). (Bailey lost approximately
40% of his blood (two quarts), which would
have weighed approx. 4 lbs. So his pre-death
weight was about 137 lbs.) 83

The 5′-6″ Blaise described her assailant as “really big,”
and “he seemed like a giant compared to me” when she
was standing next to him before he threw her on the
ground. (Consistent with her initial description, Blaise’s
assailant was later described as over 6′ and 200 lbs.84)

Attack Bailey’s head was hit, his face was pummeled,
his neck and face were stabbed, his stomach
was stabbed, and after dying his abdomen was
repeatedly stabbed, his penis was severed at
its base, and his rectum was cut with an
unidentified sharp object.

Blaise described trying a single time to cut at her
attacker’s exposed penis with a pocket butterfly knife
when she was on her back and he was above her. After
that she was able to escape and she heard him “crying”
(She later said the knife was given to her by her father
for self-defense.)

Injuries Bailey’s Autopsy Report lists 31 separate
external injuries – including his post-mortem
penis amputation.

Blaise described trying a single time to cut at her
attacker’s exposed penis with a pocket butterfly knife
when she was on her back and he was above her.

Condition Bailey was dead when his attacker(s) left. Blaise described her attacker as “crying” when she got
away from him.

Circumstances Bailey was killed in an altercation that
occurred entirely in the back of the trash
enclosure.

Blaise described being bum rushed when she got out of
her car in the Budget Suites parking lot. At no time did
she describe that the ensuing struggle occurred inside a
trash enclosure.

Mode of
Attack

Bailey was killed by one or more intruders
who entered the trash enclosure.

Blaise described that she was getting in her car to leave
the Budget Suites Hotel when she was assaulted.

Drugs Bailey had cocaine in his system at the time of
his death, and no methamphetamine was
present.

Blaise described using methamphetamine for a week
before and after being attacked. She did not mention
cocaine or the use of cocaine a single time in her
statement. 85 No witness testified she used cocaine.
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Striking Bailey’s cause of death was “blunt head
trauma,” according to the autopsy performed
on July 9, 2001, and he had numerous
pummeling type injuries.

Blaise said, “No,” she didn’t remember hitting her
assailant a single time. (Consistent with her Statement is
she had no bruises, cuts, broken bones or any other
injuries to either of her hands.)

Dumpster
Location

Bailey was murdered in the rear of a trash
enclosure directly next to a dumpster that a
person had to sidle by to get to his body.

Blaise described being assaulted in an open “parking lot”
and “there was a dumpster not far from where it
happened.” There are dumpsters at the Budget Suites.

Curb The car that left the tire tracks next to the trash
enclosure drove over a planter median.

Blaise stated she didn’t drive over “anything” when she
drove away.

Body Position Bailey was found face-up. So after his anus
was sliced (based on ME’s testimony) with
him face down, his body was turned over.

Blaise stated “No,” she didn’t move her assailant at all.

Covered Body Bailey’s groin area was wrapped with plastic
sheeting, his upper body was covered by a
piece of cardboard with bloody shoeprints
imprinted on it, and then a large quantity of
trash was heaped around and on him.

Blaise stated “No,” she didn’t cover her assailant with
anything, she immediately got in her car and drove away
while he was “crying.”

Person Lying
in Enclosure

There was no evidence found at the crime
scene that an unknown person had lain in
Bailey’s blood or anywhere in the trash
enclosure at the time he was killed.

Blaise stated she was lying on her back with her assailant
above her when she attempted to cut his penis.

Blood Bailey bled at least a half gallon of blood, his
upper body and shirt were soaked in blood,
there was blood on his pants, and there was
blood on the concrete floor, cardboard, the
block walls, and other items in the enclosure.

Blaise described herself as lying down as her assailant knelt
on top of her when she tried to cut him, but there is not a
single mention in Blaise’s statement that either she or her
attacker bled, or that she had any blood on her or her
clothes. (Consistent with this, lab tests later confirmed no
blood was found in her car.)

Cigarettes Three cigarettes were recovered underneath
the plastic that covered Bailey’s groin area.

Blaise made no mention about smoking a cigarette at the
scene before or after being attacked.

Beer There was a partially filled can of beer found
near Bailey’s body.

Blaise made no mention about drinking a beer at the
scene before or after being attacked.

Moving Body Bailey’s upper body was moved about 3 feet
from the left rear corner of the trash enclosure
toward the front of the enclosure.

Blaise stated “No,” she didn’t move her assailant at all.

Turn Body
Over

Bailey’s body was turned over at some point
so his rectum could be cut.

Blaise stated “No,” she didn’t move her assailant at all.

Silver
Fragments

“Silver” coated pliable paper-like fragments
were recovered from Bailey’s rectum during
his autopsy.

Blaise made no mention about inserting anything into her
assailant’s rectum, or that she had any “silver” substance
with her.

Behavior Bailey was known, from the interview with
Diann Parker, to exchange crack cocaine for
sex.

Blaise did not describe exchanging sex for
methamphetamine. (And no evidence has been presented
that she ever did so or that at any time she used crack
cocaine.)

Hang Out Bailey was known from interview with Diann
Parker and items found on his body, to mainly
“hang out” at locations on the west side of Las
Vegas.

Blaise described living and spending time with people on
the east side of Las Vegas.
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Hygiene Bailey’s aunt who positively identified his
body, described him as fastidiously clean, and
his shoes were found neatly arranged in an
undisturbed part of the trash enclosure. He
frequented the nearby Nevada State Bank
daily, and no prosecution witness familiar
with Bailey described him as unclean or
“smelly.” The Crime Scene Analysts who
processed the crime scene and the Coroner’s
Investigator did not make any mention in their
reports or testimony that Bailey was “very
smelly” or that he emitted any unusual odor at
the scene.

Blaise described her assailant as “very smelly, …Like
old alcohol and dirty diapers almost.” 86

Gate The gate was closed to the trash enclosure
where Bailey’s body was found.

Blaise stated she was sexually assaulted in a parking lot
and escaped in her car after getting away from her
assailant. She makes no mention of a gate in her
statement, much less closing a gate before escaping in
her car.

Budget Suites Hotel at 4855 Boulder Hwy. where Blaise
was assaulted in the parking lot. The sign for Sam’s Town
Casino is in the background on the right hand side.

Holy Family Catholic Church where Blaise said in
her Statement she went after changing her clothes
at a friend’s house less than a mile from the Budget
Suites Hotel where she was assaulted.


